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Abstract: In this study, determination of fatigue at the onset, and following maximal loaded exercise was 

evaluated from mechanomyography (MMG) and electromyography (EMG) recordings in exercise trained 

men. Twenty four recreationally active men were participated into this study. Participants were performed 

a fatiguing Bruce Protocol which is widely-used maximal loading treadmill test. EMG and MMG recordings 

were obtained from rectus femoris muscle during maximal isometric contractions both at the onset, and 

following Bruce Protocol. Following pre-training measurements, volunteers were subjected to sprint 

running exercise involved 3 sessions per week for 8 weeks.  MMG and EMG recordings were repeated 

following 8 weeks of sprint running training. Recordings were decomposed in 8 levels by using the wavelet 

packet transform and so windows with 15 nodes and 5 sliding nodes were created. Then the mean energy 

values at each window were obtained from the 24 persons group and were applied to the input of 

Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network (MLPNN). In the output, the classification process was performed 

both before and after fatiguing exercise, and the success rate of the test was evaluated for fatigue. In the 

post-training measurements, MMG has been failed to determine fatigue with decreased success rate, 

whereas EMG results were shown that success rate is increased by 20 percent compared to pre-training 

measurements. 
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1. Introduction 

Physical fatigue or muscle fatigue is the decrease in ability of a muscle to generate force. The 

determination of muscle fatigue adds important information to the fields of sport performance and injuries. 

Owing to the changeability of the muscle characteristics from person to person, there is no simple function 

of muscle load and timing which defines a precise muscle fatigue threshold [1]. Usually, researchers have 

used techniques that affected by the performance and activity of whole body. These include changes in the 
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lactate production, respiratory oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide emission amount, ECG 

(electrocardiogram) measurements, et cetera. At the present time, the studies of detecting the acute fatigue 

in the muscles gradually increase. Myoelectric indications of muscle fatigue can be determined by 

measuring electric signal in the muscle and refer to changes in amplitude and signal frequency and in the 

muscle conduction velocity (CV), while the mechanical factors relate to a loss in the applied force [2]. EMG 

(Electromyogram) is one of these methods which is often used in identifying muscle fatigue. Previous 

studies demonstrated that muscle fatigue can be determined by using several parameters such as variations 

in action potential conduction velocity, variations of EMG amplitudes and inclining to low frequencies at 

power spectrum analysis [3]-[9]. Muscle fatigue was also estimated by calculating of mean power frequency 

of EMG recordings and then pursuant to the results of a previous study, a sliding from the high frequency 

spectrum to low frequency spectrum was observed when the muscle is fatigued [10]. In a further study, 

researchers were tried to estimate the amount of fatigue during the static muscle contraction by using 

analysis of variance of surface electromyogram (sEMG) [11].  

The other method for determination of muscle fatigue is mechanomyogram (MMG). The recordings are 

taken on the skin of the involved muscles when the muscle is contracted. Generally the accelerometer uses 

for signal records of MMG. MMG can be described which the sum of the mechanical activity of the individual 

motor units as EMG [12]. Shinohara et al. evaluated the MMG behavior of the quadriceps muscles during 

increasing power output and rising up to the maximal bicycle ergometer and the results were compared 

with when the sEMG and analysis demonstrated that a linear correlation between the MMG of the 

quadriceps muscle and work load during the maximal incremental cycle ergometer [13]. A study was done 

scientific study to detect the correlation between MMG, EMG and Torque records of quadriceps muscles 

response. The study results indicated that the MMG amplitude may be useful for estimating force 

production during fatiguing dynamic contractions [14]. Beck et al. have tried to solve time—frequency 

events of MMG signals obtained from vastus lateralis, rectus femoris and vastus medialis muscles by using 

nonlinear scaling of the wavelet during maximal movements. They determined different spectral bands for 

maximal movements on MMG [15]. 

The purpose of the present study is to determine muscle fatigue following a maximal exercise loading in 

exercise trained persons. We used wavelet packet transform and MLPNN to analyze the MMG and EMG 

recordings obtained by surface electrodes of thigh muscle. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Participants 

Twenty four healthy, recreationally active men aged 18-23 years were voluntarily participated into this 

study. The exercise training program and all measurements were performed in Akdeniz University, Sport 

Science Research and Application Center. The inclusion criteria were non-user of alcohol, without medical 

illness, non-smoker, the body mass index (BMI) ranged 20 to 25, not receiving medication or vitamins, and 

willing to participate. In the selection of volunteers, it was ensured that the participants do not to exercise 

at least one week before the experimental period. The subjects provided informed consent, and a 

standardized individual information session was organized by an exercise specialist to instruct the 

participants on how to apply the exercise session. Descriptive information for the participants are 

presented at Table 1. 

2.2. Exercise Training 

All participants were performed repeated maximal sprints, after completion of a 20-minute warm-up. An 

outdoor track was used that was covered with tartan surface. The participants performed 4 sets of 4 
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maximal repetitions of 25-m sprints 3 times a week, where the active recovery time was 2.5 minutes 

between repetitions, and 5 minutes between sets which was sufficient for the participants to recover fully 

[16]. This training program continued until the fourth week. For each of the remaining 2 weeks, 2 

repetitions were added to first and third sets, and finally, additional 2 repetitions were added to second and 

four sets at the 7th and 8th weeks. As a result, exercise training was completed as 4 sets of 5 repetitions at 

the end of the 8 weeks of training program. 

 

Table 1. The Arrangement of Channels 
Age (years) 19,93 ± 1,64 

Height (cm) 174,78 ± 7,2 

Body mass (kg) 66,35 ± 6.81 

Body mass index (kg.m-2) 21,72 ± 1,74 

Fat % 10,93 ± 2,81 

Fat mass (kg) 7,35 ± 2,31 

Fat free mass (kg) 59,03 ± 5,48 

Total Body Water (kg) 43,23 ± 4,1 

 

2.3. Assessment 

Height was measured using an ultrasonic height measure (Soehnle-Waagen GmbH & Co. KG). Body 

weight, % fat, fat mass, fat-free mass and total body water were measured by using a Tanita Body 

Composition Analyzer (Model TBF-300 TANITA, Tokyo, Japan). Body mass index (BMI) was calculated from 

weight and height. 

Margaria Kalamen staircase test was performed to measure anaerobic capacity of participants [17]. All 

subjects were weighed without shoes and in minimal clothing. The Margaria Kalamen test is characterized 

by a subject sprinting up a staircase of specified height from a specific distance, stepping only on the third, 

sixth and ninth steps.  Bosco New Test 2000 model (FIN) photocells were placed on steps 3 and 9. The time 

started at initial contact with the third step and stopped at contact with the ninth step. Subjects were 

instructed to complete the sprint up the stairs with maximum velocity. The total power produced during the 

test was calculated by the following formula, 

 

1weight(kg) 9,8ms distance(m)
Power(w)=

time(s)

x
                                                        (1) 

 

Aerobic capacity of all participants were measured by using gas analyser during Bruce treadmill protocol. 

Expired gases were analysed during all tests using an automated on-line metabolic analysis system (Sensor 

Medics, CA), in the breath by breath mode. The Sensor Medics Paramagnetic O2 analyzer and CO2 analyzer 

were calibrated before and after each test by using two precision reference gases of known concentrations. 

The VO2 max values as an index of aerobic capacity are expressed in ml.kg-1 .min-1. 

2.4. Experimental Scheme 

Following resting EMG and MMG recordings, all participants were performed the Bruce protocol which is 

a widely-used gradually maximal-loaded treadmill method to occur fatigue. In Bruce protocol, the 

volunteers were expected to give the maximum performance during increasing speed and ramp level of the 

treadmill at certain time intervals. The time-dependent changes in the speed and ramp levels during Bruce 

Protocol were given below Table 2. 
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Table 2. Bruce Protocol 
Time-dependent changes in the speed and ramp levels according to 

Bruce Protocol 
Steps Time (Minutes) Km/h Ramp (Degree) 

1 0 2,74 10 

2 3 4,02 12 

3 6 5,47 14 

4 9 6,76 16 

5 12 8,05 18 

6 15 8,85 20 

7 18 9,65 22 

8 21 10,46 24 

9 24 11,26 26 

10 27 12,07 28 

 

In this study, EMG and MMG recordings were obtained from each subject for analysis at the onset 

(volunteers who are not fatigued), and following Bruce protocol (fatigued volunteers). Afterwards, all 

volunteers have participated in the repeated sprint training 3 days per week for 8 weeks. At the end of the 

sprint training program, EMG and MMG recordings were repeated from each subject for analysis at the 

onset, and following Bruce protocol. 

For EMG recordings, a surface electrode was fixed as on the belly of the rectus femoris (RF) muscle of 

dominant thigh of the volunteers. Additionally, simultaneous recordings of MMG and EMG were taken by 

placing accelerometer above the center of the RF muscle.  

Following a 10 min warm-up period, volunteers were asked to sit in a chair with hips and knees flexed at 

90° with the arms were crossed with hands placed on the opposite shoulder. Each subject performed 

maximal voluntary isometric fatiguing contractions with dominant knee extensor muscles. Periodic 

metronome was used to stability of contractions at 1 Hz. 

Surface EMG recordings were obtained from ProComp Infiniti TM (Model SA7500, Thought Technology 

Ltd. 2180 Belgrave Avenue, Montreal, QC H4A 2L8 Canada) EMG recorder by using self-adhesive, 10 mm in 

diameter, silver-silver chloride triode electrodes (T3404, Thought Technology Ltd. Montreal, Canada) in the 

laboratory environment. Before the recordings, the skin surface where the electrodes are placed were 

cleaned and shaved in order not to cause any unwanted noises. In order to obtain a better signal, conductive 

gel was used between the electrode and the skin surface. 

Accelerometer and all equipment used in the experiments for MMG recordings were purchased from 

Company Benair [(Beandevice AX-3D wireless accelerometer, Bean Gateway wireless sensor Networks 

(WSN) coordinator (wireless sensor network coordinator), Beanscape Real time wireless sensor networks 

supervision (real-time wireless sensor network control software)]. 

2.5. Wavelet Packet Transform 

As a modified version of the standard wavelet, the Wavelet Packet Transform (WPT) defines a 

generalization of the multi-resolution analysis and use the entire family of sub-band decomposition. This 

multi-resolution analysis technique has been used with good results in many studies, such as biomedical 

signal classification [18], detection [19] etc. 

Differently from classical wavelet transform which is realized only by a low-pass filter, wavelet packet 

transform is implemented by a basic two-channel filter (low-pass and high-pass filters). Using the WPT, the 

information in high frequencies can be analyzed as well as that in low frequencies and as a result, finer 

frequency bands can be gained by WPT than by wavelet transform. 

In the analysis made by using the discrete wavelet transform (DWT), the signal must be decomposed into 

coefficients at different levels. In the DWT analysis at all levels decomposition process is applied only 

approximation coefficients. Wavelet packet transform (WPT) is a special form of DWT, which offers more 
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potential decomposition. Differently from DWT, decomposition processes are applied to both 

approximation and detail coefficients. The decomposition process of coefficients is performed by using low 

and high pass filters. Approximation coefficients in the low-pass filter output and detail coefficients in the 

high-pass filter output are obtained. WPT mathematically can be described as, 
 

2 1
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( ) 2 ( ) (2 )
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j j
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                                                                       (2) 
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As in (1) and (2), h(k) and g(k) are implemented as a high pass filter and low-pass filter coefficients. 

    ( ) is defined as a high-pass filter as in (1), and      ( ) is defined as a low-pass filter as in (2). In 

here,    ( )   ( ) refers to the scaling function.    ( )   ( ) symbolizes the wavelet function [20]. 

If    ( ) is considered as a three indexed function, 

 

/2

, , ( ) 2 (2 )m m

m j n jW t W t n                                                                           (4) 

 

where     (   )     and “j” is the node index in each level, “n” is the shifting parameter in time axis 

and “m” is the scaling parameter. 

The mean energy values of nodes are calculated as 
 

2

mean _energy, , ,

1
( )m j m jW W r

N
                                                                       (5) 

 

“r” is the interested number of data and “N” total number of data in mth level. 

The frequency values of WP can be found follows, 
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                                                                           (6) 

 

In here, “  ” is sampling frequency, “  ” is frequency in mth level. Interval of “ ” is indicated as 

             for WP [21], [22]. 

WP decomposition tree can be created as shown in Fig. 1 with      indexes. 
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Fig. 1. The Decomposition of the wavelet packets depending on level. 
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2.6. Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network (MLPNN) 

The purpose of this study is the determination of fatigue following Bruce protocol. A specific network 

structure is chosen for this study. This specific feed forward neural network consists of four layers that 

contain an input layer, two hidden layers with 10 and 20 neurons, and output layer with one neuron. The 

Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm is used as the training algorithm.  

The structure of Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network for this study is shown in Fig. 2.  

 

.
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.
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Mean Energy 

Values 

Input Layer
(1 Neuron)

First
 Hidden Layer
(10 Neurons) Second

 Hidden Layer
(20 Neurons)

Output Layer
(1 Neuron)

0 or 1

(Decision of fatigue)

 
Fig. 2. The feed forward neural network structure for the estimation of acute muscle fatigue. 

 

2.7. Data Processing 

2.7.1. Pre-processing 

In the first instance obtained EMG and MMG records were passed through a pre-processing stage in order 

to make ready for analysis. In this pre-processing stage, EMG values taken at the 2 kHz sampling frequency 

were filtered through 50 Hz notch filter and this process was applied to all harmonics up to the 14th. 

Afterwards EMG recordings have been made ready for analysis by passing the second degree FIR filter in 

the 3-450 Hz band. In the pre-processing part of MMG recordings, they were re-sampled to 2 kHz by using 

cubic spline interpolation. 

2.7.2. Analysis 

In this study, WPT was used for feature extraction of EMG and MMG. EMG and MMG recordings were 

decomposed in 8 levels. At the end of the 8th level, 256 nodes occurred and each energy value of the node 

was calculated for 24 volunteers. The energy of each node was normalized by dividing the energy values to 

the maximum energy value for each volunteer. Normalized energy matrix of MMG and EMG was created at 

 

nodes along the 10th-115th node range (39-450 Hz frequency range) and the mean energy value of the 

nodes were calculated in the remaining windows for each volunteers as in Fig. 3. Then, a multilayer neural 

network was designed which the input values was chosen as this calculated average energy values.  

 

 The Occuring Nodes After The Wavelet Packet Transform 

     1.            10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30. 31. 32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37. 38. 39. 40.            .115.

10-25 nodes range

15-30 nodes range

20-35 nodes range
 

Fig. 3. Sliding windows. 
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size 24×256. A window length which is long enough to cover 15 nodes was selected. This window was slid 5 



The output was defined as “0” before Bruce Protocol and as “1” after the Bruce Protocol. In the analysis, 

14 records were used for training data, and the remaining 10 records were used as test data.  

At first, the average window energy values of obtained from the EMG group are given to the input of the 

network. Training and test success rates were evaluated in the end of the process. The same procedure was 

also repeated for MMG data. The flow chart of this study was shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Flow chart of this study. 

 

2.8. Statistical Analysis 

Data are expressed as means +S.D., and the statistical significance of the aerobic and anaerobic capacity of 

the pre- and post-training measurements were assessed by t-test. A level of p<0.05 was accepted as 

statistically significant. 

3. Results 

The aerobic and anaerobic capacities of participants were presented at Table 3. Repeated sprint training 

for 8 weeks resulted significantly increased aerobic (p<0.001) and anaerobic (p<0.05) capacity of all 

volunteers. 
 

Table 3. Pre- and Post-training Aerobic and Anaerobic Capacity Results of Participants 
 Aerobic Capacity 

(ml.kg-1.dk-1) 
Anaerobic Capacity 

(Watts) 
Pre-training 50,20 ± 6,031 1389 ± 191 
Post-training 61,34 ±10,49 *** 1433 ± 187 * 

Values are expressed as mean +SD, *p<0.05, ***p<0.001, significant difference from pre-training measurement. 
 

In pre-training measurements obtained from the MMG recordings, the achieved highest test success rate 

was 77%, and overall test successes rates were found between 65% and 77%. In the fatigue analysis, test 

success rates were determined between 63% and 77% by using the EMG recordings alone taken from the 

same people. The test success rates over 75% were seen in 136.72 Hz-195.31 Hz, 234.37 Hz-292.97 Hz, 

273.44 Hz-332.03 Hz, 292.97 Hz-351.56 Hz, 312.50 Hz-371.09 frequency ranges. After 8 weeks of sprint 
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training, a significant decrease was observed in the muscle fatigue analysis using just MMG recordings, and 

test success rates were found between 55% and 65%. The bands that having high success rate (65%) 

exhibited differences from the bands of pre-training measurements. The test success rate reached 90% in 

the muscle fatigue analysis with EMG records obtained from trained volunteers. The successes in 273.44 

Hz-332.03 Hz and 332.03 Hz-390.62 Hz frequency ranges were 85% and 90%. The success rate in the 

present study showed an alteration between 70% and 90%. Thus, in exercise trained person, MMG data will 

not be alone decisive for determining fatigue and EMG data has been demonstrated to operate better 

performance in determining fatigue. 

4. Discussion 

 
Fig. 5. a). The test accuracy rates by using MMG records analysis for determination of fatigue in pre (at the 

onset of exercise) and post (following exercise) exercise training. b). The test accuracy rates by using EMG 

records analysis for determination of fatigue in pre (at the onset of exercise) and post (following exercise) 

exercise training. 
 

This study evaluated the usage of MMG and EMG as a tool on detection of fatigue following maximal 

exercise loading in exercise trained men. The results of the present study clearly demonstrated that MMG 

and EMG recordings are useful, and detectable tools in pre-training period. However, in exercise trained 

state, MMG fails to detect fatigue, although EMG becomes a more powerful method following exercise 

training.  

In the present study, MMG recordings were obtained during maximal isometric fatiguing contractions by 

using an accelerometer which detects muscle displacements in three dimensions. In contrast to EMG, MMG 

reflects both motor unit activation strategy and contractile properties of motor units [23]. 

In the Fig. 5 seen that MMG records cannot be alone determinative for detecting of fatigue but EMG 

records have been demonstrated to operate better performance in detecting of fatigue. After 8 weeks of 

sprint training, the test success rates were found between 55% and 65% by using MMG recordings analysis, 

but the test success rates in the same study showed an alteration between 70% and 90% by using EMG 

recordings. 

Motor unit recruitment and discharge rate are two main factors in an increased muscle force in voluntary 

contractions [12], [23]. In the fatiguing isometric contractions, MMG alterations has been shown to persist 

in low to high intensity voluntary contractions [24]. In the previous studies, increased motor unit 

recruitment and decreased discharge rate of motor units has been shown to increase MMG activity [23]. In 

contrast, decreased motor unit discharge rate has been shown to decrease EMG activity. Our results suggest 

that motor unit activation strategy is one of the prominent factor for the determination of fatigue during 
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maximal fatiguing contractions.  

In the present study, although we did not intend, or measure muscle hypertrophy or muscle force, 

increased aerobic and anaerobic capacity values of participants has been showed that the training-induced 

adaptations has been effectively achieved. Limonta et al. investigated motor unit activation pattern in 

climbers, and showed increased EMG and MMG activities following fatiguing contractions. The researcher 

concluded that higher force generation capacity of climbers is attributed to increased number of large and 

less fatigable motor units [25]. The conflicting results could be due to the methodological differences, since 

in our study, participants were applied an exercise training program lasted in 8 weeks, in contrast to the 

participants climbing for several years in the study conducted by Limonta et al. [25]. 

The original finding of the present study is that the MMG has been failed to detect fatigue following 

repeated sprint training could be resulted from several physiological adaptations. One of these adaptations 

could be altered motor unit activation strategy following exercise training. As mentioned previously, there is 

an inverse correlation between MMG activity and discharge rate of motor units [23]. On the other hand, 

Yosithake et al. demonstrated that, when the discharge rate of motor units increase, force fluctuations result 

a decrement on MMG activity [26]. 

Another potential mechanism for explaining the finding that MMG has been failed to detect following 

exercise is altered intrinsic mechanical properties of muscles following exercise training. Blazevich et al. 

have showed the altered architecture of quadriceps muscle with an increase in fascicle length following 10 

weeks of resistance training [27]. 

Several limitations should be mentioned into this study. We did not measure muscle strength which could 

give additional information to distinguish motor unit activation patterns and contractile properties of 

muscles following fatiguing contractions. We also did not measure antagonist muscle activities which could 

be given additional information on motor unit activation pattern following fatiguing exercise. Future 

research on different exercise training methods such as aerobic, resistance, or complex exercise could be 

conduct to elucidate the motor unit behavior following fatiguing exercise.  

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the present study demonstrated that whereas MMG failed, EMG is a useful tool to detect 

fatigue following maximal loaded exercise in exercise trained state. 
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